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Introduction
Famed early filmmaker Alice Guy is back in the news in the wake of the #MeToo movement. Guy
inaugurated the cinematic century with her early work La fée aux choux/The Cabbage Fairy
(1896), 1 which many scholars have argued was the first film to tell a story, with others
dissenting. Recent attention to Guy runs the gamut from a significant new documentary narrated
by Jodie Foster, Be Natural: The Untold Story of Alice Guy-Blaché (2018), which is currently in
theaters and streaming, to a novelized version of Guy’s life that imagines a secret love affair
between her and the engineer of the Eiffel Tower. 2 On the scholarly front, the award-winning box
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set Pioneers: First Women Filmmakers, curated by Shelley Stamp, includes eleven newly restored
films by Guy, while Jane Gaines’s latest book, Pink Slipped: What Happened to Women in the
Silent Film Industries? returns to the scene of The Cabbage Fairy with the intensity of a serial
crime drama. 3 Taken together, this flurry of interest in Guy, her love life, and her famous first
film reignite critical questions, not only about her place in film history, but also about the
relationships between history, biography, and sexuality onscreen.
Despite all the controversy over The Cabbage Fairy, the film’s significance as a document of
sexual history has been nearly completely neglected. More specifically, the sexual imagery of The
Cabbage Fairy takes part in the lesbian chic of the Belle Époque (1871-1914). While the terms
“lesbian” and “Sapphic,” 4 originate from the ancient poet Sappho of Lesbos (600 BCE), their
association with lesbian sexuality as we understand it is, in the words of literary scholar Yopie
Prin, “a particularly Victorian phenomenon.” 5 When understood in the context of its historical
milieu, the Sapphic visuality of The Cabbage Fairy radically transforms common assumptions
about the so-called “birth of cinema.” Close attention to Guy’s early work reveals the centrality of
queer sexualities, not only to her trademark disruptions of gender norms, but to the development
of motion picture industries more broadly at the turn of the twentieth century.
The Cabbage Fairy is an ideal starting point for a consideration of Sapphic silent cinema due to
its early date, its vaunted place in existing film histories, and the controversy it continues to
engender by its very existence. The film engages with core questions of screen and sexuality
studies, such as: Where do we locate lesbianism in film and film history? (Is it in the text, the
narrative, the iconography, performance, authorship, and/or reception?) How do we see
lesbianism in periods with different sexual norms than our own? Who counts as lesbian and on
what evidence? For our purposes, the film currently identified as The Cabbage Fairy—
misidentified according to Gaines—does double duty, making visible both the intertextual
structures of Sapphic meaning-making in early film and the compulsory heterosexuality that
continues to dominate contemporary film scholarship.

The Cabbage Fairy, Take One
At first glance, The Cabbage Fairy might not seem particularly Sapphic. There is only one womxn
in it, she appears to conform to the gender norms of the period, and the content of the film
suggests procreative sexuality. Moreover, Guy’s biography includes a heterosexual marriage (later
divorce notwithstanding) and two children of her own. The dominant heterosexualized
reproductive meaning attached to the cabbage patch is indisputable, as the following 1889
postcard advertisement for fertilizer that graces the cover of a recent monograph on The Cabbage
Fairy clearly illustrates. 6
Yet, it is precisely in such naturalized iconography that we might expect to find queer resistances
to hegemonic norms. The folktale of the cabbage patch is anything but straightforward. It is, after
all, a euphemism, supposedly told to children to avoid explaining sexuality and reproduction.
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Recent scholarly accounts position The Cabbage Fairy correctly in relation to the postcard craze
of the fin de siècle, yet they mischaracterize it by positioning it “politely” in relation to our
contemporary stereotypes about Victorian prudery. 7 In contrast, I highlight the mise-en-scène of
the cabbage patch, which reveals sexual meanings that the story itself obfuscates. The film’s
iconography points us toward the allegorical and elliptical meanings that structure Victorian
discourses of representation and constitute Sapphic meaning-making at the turn of the twentieth
century.
The cabbage fairy of the film’s title would have evoked the slang term “fairy,” with its queer
connotations already in place during this period. 8 It is significant that the fairy figure has only
one traditional accoutrement of fairydom—a magic wand—which she drops in the first seconds of
the film. 9 This easily discarded phallic object emphasizes the fairy’s relationship to fantasy and
wish fulfillment. The cabbage fits snuggly within the venerable tradition of edible metaphors for
(in this case female) genitalia and reproductive organs. 10 The pun is doubled in the French
language by the reference to “choux” pastry, which is often split and filled with cream, making it
easy to read as a suggestive metaphor for the vulva. 11 French audiences would have associated
The Cabbage Fairy with the popular French nursery rhyme “Savez-vous planter les choux?” (“Do
You Know How to Plant Cabbage?”), which taught children the parts of the body with the lyrics
“we plant them with the finger, we plant them with the hand,” suggesting the significance of the
hand in lesbian sexual play. 12 On top of all this playful lesbianized punning, we can also read the
fairy’s performative display of maternal indifference as she all but drops the babies on the ground.
But how can we know if any of these textual associations were intended by Guy, or if they speak
more directly to retrospective twenty-first-century lesbian longings? 13 Moreover, how can we
possibly know whether these cultural resonances were actually perceived by fin de siècle
audiences? 14

The Cabbage Fairy, Take Two
In two widely reproduced photographs, a cross-dressed Guy stands in a classic pose of sexual
fantasy between two corseted young womxn. These images raise historiographic questions about
how we read a film in relation to extra-textual material, as Gaines has noted. 15 In both
photographs, Guy appears at ease, projecting an air of candid pleasure as though she is enjoying
the moment. Her gaze is directed intently to one of the womxn standing beside her. In one of the
photographs, a smiling Guy suggestively offers a phallic object (perhaps an edible treat or a
cigarette) to the womxn on her left in a manner that seems flirtatious. These images create a sharp
contrast with other photos of Guy where her erect corseted figure overdetermines retrospective
readings. The two stills here were taken on the set of Sage-femme de première classe/First-Class
Midwife (1902), a film that reworks the cabbage patch theme. 16 In First-Class Midwife, either
famously or apocryphally, Guy performs the role of the lover, which is often called “the husband.”
17 On the one hand, Gaines points to the cross-dressing in the film to suggest that it may yet wind
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up in the queer film canon. 18 On the other hand, Laura Horak productively questions the a priori
assumption that cross-dressing was necessarily a sign of lesbianism in her groundbreaking work
on cross-dressed womxn in early film. 19 Yet, the cross-dressed lover is but one among many
elements of the film’s queer structure, as we shall see. Either way, dressed as the lover in the
cabbage patch, Guy projects a free youthful confidence that exudes sexuality.
What are we to make of these images? Queer media scholars have generally agreed that crossdressing and gender inversion are the predominant mode of queer representation before
Stonewall. Shall we therefore read them in relation to Guy’s extensive oeuvre, which has long been
associated with her penchant for cross-dressing comedies and other forms of gender inversion?
For example, her 1912 gay cowboy film Algie the Miner is often cited as the earliest extant film
representing male homosexuality onscreen. 20 A string of associations in Guy’s memoirs, in which
one of the photos above is published, heightens the queer plausibility of The Cabbage Fairy. In
just a few paragraphs, she moves from gossip about the “odd couple” of Émile Zola and “his wife,”
to the masculine Princess Bibesco’s “lightly shaded lip,” to an interaction with René Viviani who
asks her flirtatiously when she is going to marry, to which she replies, “I suppose that I love my
work too much. If I decide someday to marry it will only be to have children.” 21

The Cabbage Fairy, Take Three
In First-Class Midwife, the proverbial cabbage patch has been replaced by a fantasy baby
boutique, a shop filled with dolls representing babies for purchase. The “fairy,” now the “midwife”
of the title, is represented as the proprietor of the shop. Her magic wand has been replaced by a
feather duster—that mundane object of feminized work that doubles as a classic sex toy. The
feather duster gives the femme fairy her wings while locating her in a specific class position,
which is important to the film’s meaning. A lesbian couple enters, with one of the partners
dressed almost identically to the cabbage fairy and the other partner cross-dressed. As we have
seen, scholars have rightly cautioned against presuming a relationship between cross-dressing
and lesbianism, and Alison McMahan has argued that in First-Class Midwife, “having a woman
play the husband signals that this is a children’s story.” 22 In this instance, I disagree with
McMahan. The film’s structure and cultural context point clearly to a lesbian iconography that
was a defining part of French culture in this moment. 23
The mirrored figures of the similarly dressed wife and midwife emphasize lesbian visuality
through the trope of the lesbian doppelgänger, reinforcing the lesbian specificity of the crossdressed figure. The iconography of the lesbian double is generally understood as emerging from
pathologized stereotypes about womxn, vanity, and the threat of lesbianism—but it is historically
significant nonetheless. 24 Barbara Creed calls this fin de de siècle motif of the lesbian look-alike
“the narcisstic female double.” 25 Mandy Merck points out that “the very doubling that implies a
sexual pairing also denies it in a repetition too exact to suggest an encounter rather than a
reflection.” 26 The cliché of the lesbian double emerges from misogynistic conceptions of female
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narcissism, which associate lesbianism with auto-eroticism—i.e., non-reproductive sexuality. 27
So, just what are these figures doing in the cabbage patch?! 28
Alongside the cross-dressing and doubled femme figures, the lesbian couple in First-Class
Midwife kisses, twice. If we accept Linda Williams’s premise that a cinematic kiss stands in for the
sex act, we might infer that it is the “overtness” of the doubled lesbian kisses within the film’s
queer structure that makes the femme figure of the fairy with the tell-tale magic wand no longer
necessary to sustain the queerness of the scene. 29 In any case, the couple rejects the dolls in the
shop before the midwife escorts them through a door into what we might describe as a secret or
magical space: a mythical cabbage patch reminiscent of the earlier film. In this iteration, there is
an over-abundance of living, wriggling, white babies. In distinction, two of the many babies that
the couple dismisses are portrayed by dolls, one black and one seemingly Native American or
indigenous. 30 The couple refuses the two dolls with exaggerated gestures, chooses a live white
baby instead, pays the midwife, and then leaves.
The film is essentially a dirty lesbian joke structured around white Victorian racism. The
blackness of the doll marks the punchline of the cinematic joke as the fear of miscegenation. At
the fin de siècle, Guy’s queer cabbage fairies engaged in part of a pop culture cabbage patch craze
in which the centuries-old folktale spoke to social anxieties about the declining French birth rate,
as other scholars have noted. 31 Far from the polite Victorian prudery often attributed to it, the
cabbage patch meme spoke to adult anxieties and was both a racialized and sexualized
phenomenon. 32 The reproductive imaginary of the Victorian cabbage patch was a cultural
phenomenon that engaged the pro-natalist French eugenic discourse known as puericulture, or
“soil and seed.” In the sexualized eugenic garden of “soil and seed,” the female body is aligned
with the natural and fertile French landscape. Within the context of French colonialism, this is
certainly a racialized discourse, as we see in the structure of First-Class Midwife. 33 Consider the
following postcard, circa 1900, which has recently been described as a typical example of the
postcards “politely premised” on the “the folk notion of babies emerging from cabbage patches.”
34

It seems a self-evident example, but its meaning is legible only in context. (After all, what would
be a typical example of a pop culture meme today?) When compared, for instance, to the likewise
typical example of the cabbage patch trend below, this postcard begins to look quite different. The
phallic placement of the woman’s watering can suddenly comes into relief, as does the ethnic
ambiguity of the babies and the woman. 35
In First-Class Midwife, racialized humor is produced on the condition that the lesbian couple
poses no threat of miscegenation; this is not only because they appear to be of the same race, but
because their sexuality is presumed to be non-reproductive. That’s the laugh line; the joke only
works when the lover is a lesbian. 36 As we have seen, the racialized structure of the film’s comedy
is organized through doubling: the doubled figures of the wife and midwife mirror the lesbian
visuality of the film alongside the perhaps less obvious lesbian connotations of the figure in drag.
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The doubled racist joke exists in direct relation to the doubled lesbian kisses (sex acts) that
produced them. This then is the cultural terrain into which Guy released one of the most debated
works of film history. The Cabbage Fairy and First-Class Midwife queerly intervene in the
heterosexual imagination of the cabbage patch and starkly underline the essential racialization of
this reproductive imagery. In short, as with any mass cultural phenomenon, the cabbage patch
craze of the Belle Époque cannot be understood so easily through a single seemingly self-evident
instance. Rather, multiple iterations proliferate in which we should expect to find a diverse range
of meanings and possibilities in dialogue with each other.

Possibilities
Taken together, the textual, intertextual, and extratextual discourses surrounding the cabbage
fairy series surely suggest what scholars like to call the “possibility of lesbianism.” 37 Certainly, if
we do not consider the possibility of lesbianism, we are so deeply in the realm of compulsory
heterosexuality that we should speak of disavowal rather than invisibility. Put another way, when
we watch two womxn cast as a romantic couple kiss each other, yet insist on a heterosexual
interpretation, we reveal more about the limits of our own historical moment than about what
was going on in the Victorian cabbage patch. 38 As Alice Hegan Rice put it in her best-selling 1901
novel Mrs. Wiggs and the Cabbage Patch, “It was not a real cabbage patch, but a queer
neighborhood…” 39 Yet, the playful lesbianized humor that we see in the two existing versions of
the cabbage fairy narrative, and in so much of Guy’s early work, has been all but erased from
contemporary understandings. It is hardly surprising then, like so much of lesbian history, that its
very existence is being called into question. However, my aim here is not to claim an ex post facto
lesbian identity for Guy. Rather, I am saying that lesbian representations were central to her
oeuvre, because they were central to the representational systems and cultural context in which
she produced her work. 40
To begin to see early films as they would have been experienced by early audiences, they must be
analyzed internationally as well as intertextually. Scholars have emphasized the transnational
nature of the early film industries, in which France was the dominant exporter until World War I.
This is significant because France has a unique relationship to Sapphic sexual cultures, including
what we might call “the lesbian imaginary.” 41 The international development of the moving
image was shaped, in part, by what Tami Williams calls “the Sapphist liberty of the Belle Époque.”
42 In fact, the tension between Guy’s French sensibilities and “American prudishness” became a

source of conflict in her later career. 43 Those interested in “overt” representations of lesbian
sexual acts will note that the kisses between the lovers in First-Class Midwife discussed above are
by no means the first lesbian kiss in cinema or in Guy’s oeuvre. Film scholar Susan Potter begins
her groundbreaking new book, Queer Timing: The Emergence of Lesbian Sexuality in Early
Cinema, with what she calls the “unruly erotics” of Guy’s 1898 Gavotte. 44 According to
McMahan, Gavotte is structured around “the eroticism of seeing two women kiss.” 45 Likewise,
the climax of Guy’s Les Fredaines de Pierrette/Pierrette’s Escapades (1900) is the kiss that ends
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the scene, suggesting that eroticized kisses between womxn were a staple of Guy’s trade and early
cinema more broadly. 46
Early film audiences would have been fluent in the literal punning and visual metaphors that Guy
mined as she experimented with the visual language of cinema. Such fluency is necessary to see
the intertextual references being mobilized in later periods. Almost a century after Guy’s kissing
cabbage fairies, queer conservative Florence King lambasted the new positive images of lesbians
in the media by sarcastically declaring that “Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch was into
Cunnilingus.” 47 In short, early film history was a cinema of citations that developed out of
nineteenth-century visual, narrative, and sexual cultures. 48 It can only be understood
intertextually. Throughout most of the silent era, particularly before the end of World War I,
intertextual marking, euphemism, and double entendre were among the most common ways that
lesbian meanings circulated in popular culture. This is neither an absence nor an invisibility, it is
a specific cultural formation with its own representational conventions.

Femme Fairies and the Queer Reproduction of
Femininity
Guy’s cabbage fairies circulated alongside other femme fairies that are unquestionably among the
most popular of early films: the iconic serpentine or butterfly dances were produced by most
major filmmakers, including the Lumière Brothers, Thomas Edison, and Guy herself. 49 Although
these films feature a variety of performers, they are all imitations of Loie Fuller’s revolutionary
stage performances for which she earned the moniker of la fée électricité, or the electric fairy. 50

Like The Cabbage Fairy, at first glance, such films seem to conform to later
models of womxn as object of the gaze. But when analyzed intertextually and in
their historical context, it becomes clear that something more interesting is
happening. In the femme fairies of early cinema, we witness the emergence of the
normative hetero-feminine ideal of the twentieth century as it is being produced
in imitation of and in relation to racialized lesbian sexualities and performance
traditions. 51 The magical movements of the electric fairy that were so widely
imitated in early film were produced by the manipulation of a patented wand. 52
In performances and films, the wand disappears, reminiscent of Guy’s cabbage
fairy’s discarded wand. But in other ephemera, such as the postcard above, the
wand is part of the iconography of the dance, reinforcing the association between
the iconic movements and the figure of the femme fairy.
Not surprisingly, Guy’s contributions to this genre are infused with a Sapphic eroticism that
Potter describes as part of “culturally normative nineteenth-century modes of female homoerotic
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spectatorship.” 53 Guy made four such films in 1897 alone, beginning with Ballet Libella, which
McMahan describes as “a beautiful hand colored film showing two women, one in a fairy costume,
preparing to dance and then beginning to dance, while the second one watches her with an
intense gaze.” 54 Guy’s intriguing Danse Serpentine Mme. Bob Walter/Serpentine Dance by
Mme. Bob Walter (1897) is another beautiful example of the genre. 55
The ubiquity of the femme fairy at the advent of cinema underscores the fact that when
kinetoscope parlors and projected cinema were first being commercialized in the 1890s, these
lesbian figures, networks, representations, and audiences were central to the development and
marketing of the new medium—and they would remain so throughout the silent era. Indeed, this
period was so saturated with Sapphic claims to authorship, queer performance trends, and lesbian
hyper-visuality more broadly that it could be called the Sapphic era, but that is a story for another
time.
The foundational nature of lesbian visuality to early film culture comes clearly into view when we
trace the Victorian aesthetic vernacular. While deep intertextual research is often necessary to
access, or “see,” the meanings made in early film, these significations would have been obvious to
their initial audiences. As is well known, reception studies of early cinema present a unique set of
challenges. The Cabbage Fairy’s relationship to the postcard craze of the 1890s underscores the
potential value of the brief messages often written on postcards to offer us fleeting contact with
early film audiences. 56 The lesbian iconography, which I have argued was central to the
popularity of Guy’s famous cabbage patch films, is echoed in the cabbage fairies on the apparently
popular postcard below (circa 1910). The doubled femme figures mirror each other, reaching their
hands provocatively into the cabbages. An apparently older androgynous figure looks on from
behind, recalling the cross-dressed lesbian lover in First-Class Midwife. The lover leans in from
out of frame, cutting off the figure below the waist so that one cannot be sure of whether they
wear pants or a skirt.
Three different hand-written notes sent via this card offer ambiguous messages, each with its own
lesbian potential. 57 The first reads in part: Don’t be caught by fairies as are on the opposite side
of this card, they may be looking for you. While the message might carry either heterosexualized
or queer meanings, it is significant that the three figures on the card are clearly identified as
fairies themselves even without their wands or feather dusters. This is important because it
underscores the aggressive sexualization of the fairy figure, which is at odds with accounts that
situate the discourse in relation to prudery, children, or the folkloric past. Another copy of this
card, apparently hand-delivered in Elmira, California, reads: Take your time and make your
choice, B.Y. The use of initials and the lack of postmark suggest the choice in question might be of
an intimate nature that requires some discretion. Granted, this choice may have been about any
number of things, from a marriage proposal to an abortion. Yet, the joviality associated with a
holiday postcard (the mirthful dangers of Halloween in particular) and the lesbian imagery on the
card itself, certainly flirt with the possibility of a queer proposition. Finally, a third copy of this
card carries a message that could be read as either the most innocuous or the most telling. This
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card, even more than the last, is conspicuously blank. It is dated by hand as Oct. 31, 1913, with no
postmark, and inscribed only To Trina with no other identifying information such as a last name
or address. The correspondence section of the card reads only: From Mother. While it is certainly
conceivable that this was a mundane note passed from actual mother to daughter, given the
iconography on the card it seems more plausible that this inscription marks a lesbian relationship
in the Victorian tradition of “Mother-love.” As Martha Vicinus and other scholars have
demonstrated, during this period, womxn in erotic relationships with each other frequently
adopted the idealized language of maternal love as a “highly regarded vocabulary to describe
same-sex love.” 58 Hold this thought.

Conclusion
The historical context of turn-of-the-century “mother-love” offers an opportunity to rethink the
spate of recent headlines blaring declaratives such as “Hollywood Froze Out the Founding Mother
of Cinema.” 59 Such headlines frame reviews of the documentary Be Natural, but they also reveal
more about the current crisis of gender discrimination in Hollywood than about Guy’s work. After
a screening of the documentary at the 2018 New York Film Festival, lesbian experimental
filmmaker Barbara Hammer raised what may be the most pressing question about Guy’s career
for the present moment. Hammer recalled hearing stories in the 1980s that Guy had thrown her
negatives into one of the Finger Lakes in Upstate New York. “Did you run across this story?”
Hammer asked director Pamela Green, “Maybe it’s a mythology?” 60
Hammer’s incisive question queerly disrupts the naturalized way Guy’s story is framed as a rescue
narrative, with scholars and filmmakers performing a heroic recovery of Guy and her lost films. 61
The problem with the rescue narrative as a framing device is that, however feminist its intentions,
it functions by positioning the profoundly successful Guy as a damsel-in-distress.
In the wake of #MeToo and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s findings of
systemic discrimination against womxn in the film industry, it is tempting to draw parallels
between Guy’s struggles and those of twenty-first-century womxn. 62 Yet, now more than ever, it
is imperative to disrupt the damsel-in-distress narrative and the heterosexist gendered
stereotypes that propel it. The “untold,” “lost,” and “forgotten” history of Guy involves more than
the insertion of a “forgotten mother of film” into a naturalized and heterosexualized account of
film history. The repetition of such rhetoric renders it natural and thus reproduces the status quo,
as Patricia White has pointed out in another context. 63 Much of Guy’s legacy stems from her
persistence in combatting such gender stereotypes in her life and across her prolific body of work.
Close attention to the lesbian cultural contexts and visual iconographies of Guy’s influential
output reveals a radically different story about the so-called “birth of cinema” than the ones we
have been told. From cross-dressed lesbians kissing in the “cabbage patch” to the erotic
encounters of femme fairies, Guy’s innovative play with film language presented lesbian pleasures
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to cinema’s first audiences and preserved them for future fairies. Mother of cinema? Mother-love,
indeed!
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